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The following chapters, printed in book
form for the first time in 1896, are selected
from a series which was first published
partially in Black and White (F ebruary to
December, 1891), and fully in the New
York Sun during the same period. The
voyages which supplied the occasion and
the material for the work were three in
number, viz.: one of seven months (J une,
1888, to January, 4889), in the yacht
Casco, from San Francisco to the
Marquesas, the Paumotus, Tahiti, and
thence northwards to Hawaii; a second (J
une to December, 1889), trading schooner
Equator, from Honolulu, the Hawaiian
capital (where the author had stayed in the
interval), to the Gilberts and thence to
Samoa; and a third (A pril to September,
1890), in the trading steamer, Janet Nicoll,
which set out from Sydney and followed a
very devious course, extending as far as
from Penrhyn in the Eastern to the
Marshall Islands in the Western Pacific.
The course of these several voyages can
easily be traced on the accompanying map,
where each is marked by a different kind of
red line. Before setting out on his Pacific
travels, the author had contracted to write
an account of them in the form of letters
for serial publication. The plan by and by
changed in his mind into that of a book
partly of travel and partly of research,
which should combine the results of much
careful observation and inquiry upon
matters of island history, custom, belief,
and tradition, with some account of his
own experiences and those of his traveling
companions. Under the nominal title of
letters be began to compose the chapters of
such a book on board the Janet Nicoll, and
continued the task during the first ten
months of his residence in Samoa (O
ctober, 1890, to July, 1891). These chapters
were sent home in fulfilment of his
promise; but before the serial publication
had gone very far, he realized that the
personal and the i(Typographical errors
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above are due to OCR software and dont
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experience to rival Ulysses, of Melville have been fluent in hypothesis to account for this complete change. . Melville
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Herman Melville, by Raymond M. WeaverThe Project Gutenberg Thus, field experience became key to the
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as a classical scholar at the .. to account during the revolution but in spite of this, Moore Robert Louis Stevensons South
Seas travel writing and.
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